
It’s hot down there
Life depends on photosynthesis, but not 
everywhere. Liz Sheffield takes a look at 
the astonishing organisms being discovered 
on the deep ocean floors

Deep on the ocean floor, water heated by volcanic 
activity beneath the seabed gushes out from 
hydrothermal vents. These vents were discovered 

over 35 years ago and they have since been found to 
support rich and diverse ecosystems. 

Last month, researchers from the UK’s National 
Oceanography Centre in Southampton published a 
report on the deepest and hottest vent yet found — 
5 kilometres beneath the surface of the Caribbean. The 
water issuing from the chimneys has been estimated 
to be at over 450ºC — hot enough to melt lead — but 
a rich animal community depends on the chemicals 
from this hot water. Different vents gush different 
chemicals, many of which, such as hydrogen sulphide, 
are toxic to most forms of life. But here bacteria capable 
of metabolising these substances form the basis of 
successful food chains. 

Further up the food chain
We are familiar with prokaryotes that can tolerate 
high temperatures, such as the bacteria that inhabit 

hot springs. (These have given us enzymes that work 
at high temperatures, and reagents used in the PCR 
reaction — look out for the article in the April issue 
of Biological ScienceS Review). But most eukaryotes are 
incapable of surviving temperatures any higher than 
55ºC. The 1998 discovery that there were tube worms 
which build their homes on the sides of hydrothermal 
vents, and which regularly experience temperatures in 
excess of 80ºC, amazed biologists all over the world. 
These aptly named Pompeii worms have a fleece-like 
covering of bacteria. They also make excursions into 
the surrounding water to graze on free-living bacteria 
which have harvested their energy from the chemicals 
issuing from the vents.

Further away from the vents a host of other animals 
also benefit from the bacterial productivity, including 
shrimp, crayfish and mussels. Many of these organisms 
look very unlike their shallow-water relatives, as does 
my favourite deep-sea inhabitant — the Yeti crab.

The Yeti crab
This engaging crustacean sports hairy tendrils of 
bacteria, and is one of the most recently discovered 
deep-sea organisms. These crabs are so successful 
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in the vicinity of deep-sea vents in the Antarctic that 
they can reach densities of over 600 individuals per 
square metre. Antarctic vents have only recently been 
explored, but it is already clear that they are inhabited 
by animals very different from those that live around 
deep-sea vents in the Pacific and Atlantic. 

You can watch these crabs and the aptly named 
ghost octopus at: www.livescience.com/17717-glimpse-
antarctic-deep-sea-vents.html. 

The origins of life?
The scientists who make such films suggest that when 
they first spot an animal from a new vent there is a 
50:50 chance of it being a new species. One reason for 
this is that each vent ecosystem is separated from others 
by a considerable distance of ocean floor. The vents are 
like island communities — their separation means that 
organisms can evolve along very different lines, just as 
the isolation of Australasia before placental mammals 
developed allowed marsupials such as the kangaroo to 
evolve and survive.

It has been suggested that life may have first arisen 
in the vicinity of deep-sea vents, and researchers 
estimate that only 8% of our oceans have been properly 
explored. Who knows what other fascinating life forms 
await the arrival of the deep-sea explorers of the future.

Weblinks to follow up
Doing the AQA biology specification? Click on this 
useful link to see how hydrothermal vent biology ties 
in with several areas of the specification:  
www.thesearethevoyages.net/jc67/schools_alevel.html  
(visit the home page for a regularly updated way to 
‘join’ the expeditions)

Read the BBC report: ‘Cayman vents are world’s 
hottest’  
www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-16493787  
and the report on the unique life found in Antarctic 
vents:  
www.livescience.com/17715-yeti-crabs-antarctic-vents.html

Watch the following movies, filmed from deep-sea 
submersibles, that show just a fraction of the life 
forms discovered so far.

Start with the introductory page  
www.bbc.co.uk/nature/habitats/Hydrothermal_vent#intro

which leads into movie clips from the BBC’s Blue 
Planet (I suggest you start here), Living Planet and 
Planet Earth.

Listen to Costing the Earth to hear from the crew of 
one exploration team and discuss the conservation 
challenge facing some deep sea environments with 
your friends: www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b00ryknn
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